








I have before me

in accordance with

in advance of, prior to

in compliance with

in regard to/with regard to

in the amount of

in the course of

in the event that

in the near future

in view of the fact that

in view of the foregoing

of recent date

of the opinion that

pending receipt of

place an order for

prepared to offer

receipt is acknowledged

reduce to a minimum

sell at a price of

subsequent to

take the liberty of

thank you in advance

to all intents and purposes

under separate cover

In reply to your . . . .

according to

before

as you requested

about

for

during, while

in case, if

soon

because (of), since

therefore

recent

think, believe

until we receive

order

can offer

we received, we have received

minimize

sell for, costs

after; since

omit

omit

in effect

separately
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up to this writing = until now

with the exception of = except, except for

Not only do business writers need to be aware of wordy expressions, they also

have to use conversational language in business writing. Big, fancy words may

impress your reader in other kinds of writing e.g. legalese, but they are difficult to

understand. Big words used in scholarly writing, or “fine writing,” simply do not

belong in business correspondence.

The following is a list of words that need to be changed into an everyday

language as shown beside them. Some of them may be omitted.

accomplish

acquire

advise

approximately

ascertain

assist

beg

commence

communicate

communication

dated

deem (it)

do

gain, get

say, tell, let (us) know

about

find out

help

ask, request, hope

begin

write

information, letter, order

omit

think, believe, consider
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render

request

requirements

same

.state

sufficient

terminate

transmit

the writer/the undersigned

trust

utilize

visualize

give

ask

needs

it, they, them or omit

say, tell

enough

end

send

I, we

hope, know, believe

use

imagine

To be a successful business writer, you must remember that your word choice

always plays an important role in getting your message across to the reader. Bear in

mind that time is an essential factor in business transactions and that the faster your

reader gets the purpose of your correspondence, the better will be your chance of

making that business deal.
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